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Abstract 
Those wishing to re-read some of the editorials epitomising the cultural and social line of some major 
American and Italian newspaperswould see how far from the truth the mechanistically repeated news 
were, seemingly forgetting the facts, without the least self-criticism and with hypocritical malice because 
the events did not go as they had wanted In this way we are discovering the “fake. News”. The official 
and servile story seemed more geared to interests other than that which independent information should 
have. Honoré de Balzac rightly reminded us “History is of two kinds—there is the official history taught 
in schools, a lying compilation ad usumdelphini; and there is the secret history which deals with the real 
causes of events—a scandalous chronicle”, but it is in this that we must seek the facts and events we are 
witnessing. Thus, in some sort of video game and incapable of criticism, we end up hypnotized and 
subdued by the “big brother” Orwell described, by now unacceptable. 
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1. What Is the Truth? 
We ought to start asking ourselves questions about the meaning of life again, who we are, where we are 
going, what the future holds for us and what we expect. The most be the starting point. Being aware of 
this will be an important step to see, through wisdom the meaning of history and, for believers, also a 
reminding vision of life. A life that goes ahead according to the degree that one faces suffering that leads 
toknowledge, to attempt an answer to the eternal problem that is, as Pilate asked Jesus: “What is truth” 8 
New Testament (John 18, pp. 28-40). Today the predominance of personal interest justifies the fact that 
each one considers as truth whatever pleases us. In a world that changes incessantly aspirations and 
desires change all the time, as do the criteria that define truth, whith the result that we are unable to 
understand what is true and what is false” (“Society, the Foundation of Economy”, p. 81, 
FabrizioPezzani, Scholar Press, January 2017). 
Those wishing to re-read some of the editorials epitomising the cultural and social line of somemajor 
American and Italian newspapers or review the inexhaustible and repetitive talk shows, would see 
howfar from the truth the mechanistically repeated newswere, seemingly forgetting the facts, without the 
least self-criticism and with hypocritical malice because the events did not goas they hadwanted. The 
official and servile story seemedmore geared to interests other than that which independent information 
should have. Only a few challenged the cultural monoblock that increasingly appeared asa 
shabbyre-edition of the despoticperiod. Honoré de Balzac rightly reminded us “History is of two 
kinds—there is the official history taught in schools, a lying compilation ad usum delphini; and there is 
the secret history which deals with the real causes of events—a scandalous chronicle”, but it is in this that 
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